
Административная контрольная работа № 1 - 9 класс_________________________ 

1.  Translate into Russian: 

1. to delete a virus__________________________________________ 

2. to press the power button____________________________________ 

3. to download a material______________________________________ 

4. to steal personal information_________________________________ 

5. to make and receive calls____________________________________ 

6. to attach documents to the email______________________________ 

2. Use the Present Simple or The Present Continuous Tenses: 

1. I usually __________________________(download) freeware from the Internet. 

2. Listen to your mobile: it________________________(ring) now. 

3. I sometimes______________________(use) my phonebook to call me friends. 

4. Don’t do anything with your computer, it_____________________(install) the 

programme now. 

5. Old people often_________________________(complain) that it is difficult for 

them to use gadgets. 

6. Look! Mary_______________________(make) a photo with her new phone 

camera. 

3. Translate into English: 

1. Бесплатное ПО_______________________________________________ 

2. Музыка на звонке телефона____________________________________ 

3. Кнопка______________________________________________________ 

4. Флешь-накопитель____________________________________________ 

5. Панель инструментов__________________________________________ 

6. Разрядиться (о батарее)________________________________________ 

 

4. Make Present Perfect Simple: 

1. Mike_____________already_______________(finish) printing his documents.  

2. I_____________never________________(use) this ring tone for my phone. 

3. Jane_____________just______________(attach) her new photos to her email. 

4. _____________you ever__________________(work) with that programme? 

5. We ___________ _______________(read) the subject of your message. 

6. ____________you________________(dial) the number correctly? 

5. Make Present Perfect Continuous: 

1. The rock singer_____________________________________(sing) in this band 

since 2000. 

2. We____________________________________(listen) to the pop concert for 2 

hours. 

3. The group______________________________(rehearse) for the whole morning 

4. The computer____________________________(work) all day long. 

5. Kate is asking for help. She _________________________________(send) 

messages since the afternoon. 

6. Make_____________________________________________(install) the new 

software for half an hour already. 

 

 



 

Административная контрольная работа № 1 - 11 класс_____________________ 

 

1. Задания по чтению. 

 

 
 

1. New rules to follow 5. A visit to the zoo 

2. New perspectives 6. Perfect for an active holiday 

3. Perfect for a quiet holiday 7. Difficult start 

4. Land of nature wonders 8. Bad for animals 

 

A. The mountains of Scotland (we call them the Highlands) are а wild and beautiful part of 

Europe. A golden eagle flies over the mountains. A deer walks through the silence of the 

forest. Salmon and trout swim in the clean, pure water of the rivers. Some say that not only fish 

swim in the deep water of Loch Ness. Speak to the people living by the Loch. Each person has 

a story of the monster, and some have photographs. 

B. Tresco is a beautiful island with no cars, crowds or noise – just flowers, birds, long sandy 

beaches and the Tresco Abbey Garden. John and Wendy Pyatt welcome you to the Island 

Hotel, famous for delicious food, comfort and brilliant service. You will appreciate superb 

accommodation, free saunas and the indoor swimming pool. 

C. The Camel and Wildlife Safari is a unique mixture of the traditional and modern. Kenya’s 

countryside suits the Safari purposes exceptionally well. Tourists will have a chance to explore 

the bush country near Samburu, to travel on a camel back or to sleep out under the stars. 

Modern safari vehicles are always available for those who prefer comfort. 

D. Arrival can be the hardest part of a trip. It is late, you are road-weary, and everything is new 

and strange. You need an affordable place to sleep, something to eat and drink, and probably a 

way to get around. But in general, it’s a wonderful trip, full of wonderful and unusual places. 

Whether it is the first stop on a trip or the fifth city visited, every traveller feels a little 

overwhelmed stepping onto a new street in a new city. 

E. No zoo has enough money to provide basic habitats or environments for all the species they 

keep. Most animals are put in a totally artificial environment, isolated from everything they 

would meet in their natural habitat. Many will agree that this isolation is harmful to the most 

of zoo inhabitants, it can even amount to cruelty. 

F. A new London Zoo Project is a ten year project to secure the future for the Zoo and for many 

endangered animals. The plan has been devised by both animal and business experts to provide 

world-leading accommodation for all our animals, to more fully engage and inform people 

about conservation issues, to redesign certain aspects of Zoo layout. 

G. Leave-no-trace camping is an increasingly popular approach to travel in wilderness areas. As 

the term suggests, the goal is for the camper to leave as little impact as possible on the place he 

is visiting. One of its mottos is “Take nothing but pictures. Leave nothing but footprints.” Its 

simplest and most fundamental rule is: pack it in, pack it out, but it goes beyond that. 

 

Ответ: 

A B C D E F G 

       

 

Установите соответствие между заголовками 1–8 и текстами A–G. Занесите свои 

ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании один 

заголовок лишний. 



 

2. Языковой материал 

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Образуйте от слов, напечатанных заглавными буквами 

в конце строк, однокоренные слова, так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали 

содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами.  

 

How old is Coca-Cola? 

1. Do you know how old this popular drink is? In 1886 a chemist 

from Atlanta, John Pemberton, __________________ a syrup from cola-

nut extract, cocoa leaves, some vegetable extracts, caffeine, and sugar. 

MAKE 

 

 

2. He ran the __________________ advertisement for the beverage on May 

29 of the same year in the Atlanta Journal. 

ONE 

 

3. He started __________________ the syrup diluted with soda-water to 

customers in his drugstore. 

SERVE 

4. That’s how the world famous drink __________________. INVENT 

 

College life 

5. We are a family of five. My __________________ sister, Heather, is in her 

second year in college. This year she could not find a book she needed. 

OLD 

 

6. When the professor assigned reading from a hard-to-find book, 150 hands 

shot in the air to inform him they __________________ it. He told them 

it had arrived at the bookstore that morning. 

NOT HAVE 

 

7. When the class was over, Heather sprinted to the bookstore, grabbed a 

copy and rushed to the cashier. The cashier saw Heather and began ringing 

the bell for assistance, a look of panic on her face. “How 

many__________________there behind you?” she demanded. 

BE 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Образуйте от слов, напечатанных заглавными буквами 

в конце строк, однокоренные слова, так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически 

соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами.  

 

 

Chemistry or no chemistry 

8. I was planning a career in biology but was not looking forward to taking 

chemistry in my first year at Carleton University in Ottawa. However, the 

professor of chemistry was a famous __________________. 

SCIENCE 

 

9. He made the course interesting with his many small __________________ 

explosions and crazy quizzes. 

CHEMISTRY 

 

10. Once, he posed the question: “What in the world isn't chemistry?” and 

offered a prize to the student who answered __________________. 

CORRECT 

11. A couple of weeks passed. __________________, he announced in class 

that the contest was over. A student had gone to his office to ask if she could 

try her hand at the question. “What in the world isn't chemistry?” she asked. 

FINAL 

Morse Code 

12. Before phones, computers, and telegraphs were invented, messages would 

take months or even years to reach their destination. Samuel Morse was 

born in Charlestown, Massachusetts, in April 1791, not knowing that he 

would be a famous __________________. 

  

  

  

INVENT 

 

13. Since the age of four, Morse had been interested in __________________ 

and he wanted to become a painter. Mr. and Mrs. Morse were afraid that 

he couldn't make a living as a painter, so they made him a bookseller. He 

worked as a bookseller but at night he would paint. 

DRAW 

 

14. __________________, his parents realized how he loved art, so they found 

the money for Morse to study art in London. 

FINAL 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3.Задания по аудированию 

Вы услышите 6 высказываний. Установите соответствие между высказываниями каждого 

говорящего A – F и утверждениями, данными в списке 1-7 . Используйте каждое утверждение, 

обозначенное соответствующей цифрой, только один раз. В задании есть одно лишнее 

утверждение. Вы услышите запись дважды. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

 

1. I am sure that wise attitude to basic earth supplies is necessary.  

2. I find many simple ways to help our planet in everyday life.  

3. I am for the use of energy saving practices in house construction. 

 4. I do not want my family to live in polluted environment.  

5. I am afraid of the after-effects of human activities. 

 6. I would like to see new energy saving laws introduced.  

7. I feel unhappy because I can’t change public attitude to our planet. 

Ответ: 

A B C D E F G 

       

 

 

Всего 30 заданий, система оценивания: 

30 - 27 верных ответов - 5 

26 -21 верных ответов - 4 

20 -15 верных ответов - 3  


	1. Задания по чтению.

